
Find words with the following spellings: Word Families 1.1

-are -air -ear -ar

Find words with the following number of syllables and divide them: Multisyllables 1.2

Find a pair of antonyms, synonyms, homophones, homographs: ant/syn/hom/hom 1.4

Find a word that has three words contained in it.  For example:  Colors = blue, red, yellow Specificity 1.5

Big circle word Word in the big circle Word in the big circle Word in the big circle

Find a sentence for each selection vocabulary word.  Underline the clue words. 1.6

1

p. par. s.

2

p. par. s.

3

p. par. s.

4

p. par. s.

5

p. par. s.

6

p. par. s.

Look up one Selection Vocabulary word in the dictionary and record: Dictionary 1.7

The part of speech Definition

Find six words with six different prefixes and  six words with six different suffixes. suffix/prefix 1.8

words with prefixes words with suffixes

three syllablestwo syllablesone syllable four syllables five syllables

Workshop Boxes for the Analysis of Words in the Anthology

antonym synonym homophone homograph



What resource tools would you use to find the following information: using resources 2.1

RESOURCE TOOLS

Find the definitions of "magnetism" and what part of speech it is. chapter headings

Locate a chapter on magnetism in a book of science. indexes

Find the heading on magnetic metals in a chapter on magnetism. encyclopedia

Look up the definition of a Selection Vocabulary in the Anthology. titles of books

Look up on what page you can find a selection vocabulary word. dictionary

Find an essay of about a page on magnetism. glossaries

Look for a book about magnetism. table of contents

What is something that must be true in the story that is not said directly?  Why? quest/answers 2.2

literal/inferred

Why?

What is the problem of the character/s in this story? extract info 2.6

problems/solutions

p. par. s.

How is it solved? identify answers 2.3

in text
p. par. s.

Summarize the story in single words or phrases. summarize 2.4

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10

Think of a different solution to the problem.  How would that change what the characters do? modify predictions 2.4

different solution

the result of change

Find a paragraph that has a clear main idea and details.  Put them below. main idea/details 2.5

main idea page

paragraph

detail

detail

detail

Follow these directions: multi-step 2.7

1 Add ten and two. 5 Subtract one. instructions

2 Double that number. 6 Divide by three.

3 subtract four. 7 Subtract two.
4 Divide that number by two. 8 Write the number in the box.

Workshop Boxes for Comprehension of the Anthology



What is the genre of this writing?  Where would you find the answer? genre 3.1

genre Where to find the genre in the Anthology

Summarize the writing in words or phrases. basic plots 3.2

1 4 summarize story 2.4

2 5 extract info for 2.6

3 6 problems/solutions

What is the problem?

p. par. s.

What is the solution?

p. par. s.

Who are the characters and how are they by what they say and do? characters 3.3

Character 1

Character 2

Character 3

Character 4

What is the author's message and theme? theme 3.4

Are there any onomatopoeia or alliteration words? patterns 3.5

onomatopoeia alliteration

Who is the speaker?  1st, 2nd or 3rd person? speaker 3.6

Workshop Boxes for the Literary Response to the Anthology



Find a Declarative, interrogative, exclamatory and imperative sentence. sentence types 1.1

declarative p par s

interrogative p par s

exclamatory p par s

imperative p par s

Find a singular subject/verb and a plural subject/verb. word parts 1.2

singular subject/verb plural subject/verb

Find a noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, compound, definite and indefinite article.

noun adjective preposition definite article

verb adverb compound indefinite article

Find a regular verb and an irregular verb and conjugate them in the past, present and future. conjugation 1.3

regular past regular present regular future irregular past irregular present irregular future

Find a sentence and divide it into subject/predicate. subject/predicate 1.4

Write down the date for Wednesday with perfect punctuation. punctuate 1.5

date & 

Write down the address of Grant Elementary with perfect punctuation. titles of books

Write down the title of what you read in the Anthology as if it were a book.

Write a sentence using comma in series. commas 1.6

Write down the names of three holidays and three places.  Remember to capitalize. capitalization 1.7

holidays places

Find a contraction and write the two words contracted. contractions 1.8

Find a compound. compounds

Find a word with a suffix added causing a doubled consonant. consonant double

Find a word that when singular ends in -y and when plural -ies. -y to -ies

Find two homophones. homophones

Find a word with a qu- spelling. qu-

Put the spelling words in alphabetical order. alphabetize 1.9

1 4 7 10 13

2 5 8 11 14

3 6 9 12 15

Workshop Boxes for Writing Conventions of the Anthology



Write a paragraph in cursive  that has a topic sentence and at least three details. paragraph 1.1

topic sent. 1.1.a

details 1.1.b
main idea/title cursive 1.2

(indent)

topic sentence

detail one

detail two

detail three

detail four

conclusion

Remember to:
Capitalize the beginning of each sentence and proper nouns (names).

Put a period, question mark or exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.

Use apostrophizes for contractions.

Use the proper pronouns and conjugate the verb in the right tense, person and number.

Workshop Box for Writing a Paragraph, Topic Sentence & Details



Write a narrative in cursive using three paragraphs. narrative 2.1

The first paragraph gives the context of where, when, who and any history or explanation. context 2.1.1

The second paragraph give the details and blow by blow of what happened. details 2.1.2

The third paragraph tells how you felt, lesson learned, and how it changed things. memorable 2.1.3

The first paragraph gives the context of where, when, who and any history or explanation.

The second paragraph give the details and blow by blow of what happened.

The third paragraph tells how you felt, the lesson learned, and how it changed things.

Workshop Boxes for Writing a Narrative



Write a paragraph that has sensory descriptions of a person, place, thing or event. description 2.2

Use sensory adjectives and adverbs that describe how: sensory adjectives
something looks, feels, smells, sounds and does whatever it does. sensory adverbs

Capitalize the beginning of each sentence and proper nouns (names).

Put a period, question mark or exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.

Use apostrophes for contractions.

Use the proper pronouns and conjugate the verb in the right tense, person and number.

Workshop Boxes for Writing Sensory Details



Write a personal letter to a friend, relative or acquaintance with a clear purpose. letters & notes 2.3

Remember the parts of a letter are date, salutation, body, closing, signature audience 2.3.1

purpose

letter's 5 parts 2.3.2

Remember each letter and note should have:

Date Salutation/Greeting Body Closing Signature

Also:

Capitalize the beginning of each sentence and proper nouns (names).

Put a period, question mark or exclamation mark at the end of each sentence.

Use apostrophes for contractions.

Use the proper pronouns and conjugate the verb in the right tense, person and number.

Workshop Boxes for Writing Letters and Notes



1.3 the structure of reference materials

1.4 revision & logical progression of ideas




